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Comply overview
Comply allows users to support their enterprise compliance goals at Tanium speed. Comply
is primarily used for operating system-level checks and scales using the Tanium
architecture. It features the following benefits:
l

Evaluates benchmarks and vulnerabilities against operating systems, network
configuration, password policy, file permissions, and other components

l

Supports Windows, macOS, Linux, and AIX platforms

l

Supports Center for Internet Security (CIS) content

l

Enables custom checks and result mapping

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP)
Comply uses SCAP content to perform compliance checks. These specifications are
derived from the input of a community of industry professionals working to advance
automation and standardization of technical security operations.

Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF)
Collection of security configuration rules (primarily composed of OVAL checks)
applied against endpoints. XCCDF does not include commands to perform the scan; it
is mostly descriptive. Rule evaluation is defined in OVAL. XCCDF files are sometimes
called benchmarks or checklists.

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
A declarative language that defines how a rule is evaluated. OVAL makes logical
assertions about the state of a system and is used to describe security vulnerabilities
or desired configuration of systems.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
A public database of known vulnerabilities.
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Vulnerability source
A path to a local Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) definitions file
or a URL to a remote OVAL definitions file.

Custom check
An arbitrary powershell, VBScript, or UNIX shell script used to evaluate conditions on
an endpoint.

Custom ID mapping
Maps custom check ID or XCCDF rule ID to arbitrary value. Helpful in mapping CIS
content to some other policy or associating arbitrary tags with rules.

Report
A package containing a zip file of all XCCDF benchmarks, custom check scripts,
custom profile definitions, and optional custom ID mapping definition. A report
includes the action to distribute to selected computer groups as well as the saved
question to retrieve scan results from endpoints.

Tanium™ Connect
You can use Comply Vulnerability reports as a connection source.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third parties
(“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all
warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to
or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither
Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and not Tanium,
are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party
intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
1. Install Comply. For more information, see Installing Comply on page 21.
2. Import scan engines. For more information see Importing scan engines on page 25.
3. Create computer groups. For more information, see Creating computer groups on
page 30.
4. Create deployments. For more information, see Creating deployments on page 31.
5. Work with compliance benchmarks and vulnerability sources. For more information,
see Working with configuration compliance benchmarks and vulnerability sources on
page 37.
6. Create reports. For more information, see Creating reports on page 51.
7. View, edit, or delete reports. For more information, see Working with reports on page
62.
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Comply requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Comply.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for the Comply product module, make sure that your environment
also meets the following requirements.
Component

Requirement

Platform

7.2.314.2831 or later

Tanium Client

See Tanium Client Deployment Guide: Requirements for the
supported Tanium Client versions for each operating system.

Endpoints
Table 1: Supported OS versions for Tanium Comply endpoints
Operating system

OS version

Microsoft Windows Server

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 and later

Microsoft Windows Workstation

Microsoft Windows 7 and later

macOS

OS X 10.11 El Capitan and later

Linux

Debian 6 and later
Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.x and later
CentOS 5.x and later
Ubuntu 12.04 and later

AIX

IBM AIX 6.1 TL7SP10 and higher1, 7.1 TL1SP10 and higher1, and
7.2

Only Configuration Compliance reports are supported on
AIX endpoints.
164-bit

only.

Scan engines
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At least one scan engine is required to use Comply, but more than one can be uploaded
and used if needed.
Comply 1.7.4 and later ships with the Joval engine; however, there is no content included
with that engine. You can upload other engines if required. See Importing scan engines on
page 25.
CIS-CAT, Joval, and SCC engines are currently supported by Comply.
To use CIS-CAT or Joval, a JRE (Java Runtime Environment) must be provided. For
Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints, only Java version 8 distributions provided by either
Oracle or Amazon are supported. AIX endpoints should have the IBM JRE installed, which
can be used with the Comply scans. AIX 7.x endpoints can also use the OpenJDK JRE with
the HotSpot JVM. For more information about this package, see AdoptOpenJDK: Releases.
CIS-CAT and Joval also require PowerShell and do not work if PowerShell is in the
ConstrainedLanguage language mode.
The supported scan engines for a particular version of Comply are listed in the Import
Engine window. Typically the most recent version plus the two previous versions are
supported.

Security exclusions
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Comply. If security software is in use in the
environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, your security
administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without
interference. Comply leverages third-party compliance engines to conduct compliance and
vulnerability scans against supported endpoints.
Table 2: Comply security exclusions
Target Device

Process

Module Server

<Tanium Module Server>\services\complyservice\node.exe
<Tanium Module Server>\services\complyservice\node_modules\ovalindex\ovalindex.exe
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Target Device

Process

Windows endpoints

<Tanium
Client>\Tools\Comply\TaniumExecWrapper.exe
<Tanium
Client>\Tools\Comply\jre<version>\bin\java.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\7za.exe

Linux/macOS/AIX endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/TaniumExecWrapper
<Tanium
Client>/Tools/Comply/jre<version>/bin/java
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/7za
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/xsltproc

JovalCM engine

<Tanium
Client>/Tools/Comply/joval/Joval4Tanium.jar
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/joval/JovalUtilities.jar

CIS-CAT engine

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/cis-cat/CISCAT.jar
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/cis-cat/CIS-CAT.sh
(Linux only)
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/cis-cat/CISCAT.BAT (Windows only)

SCC engine - Windows
endpoints

<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\cscc.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\cscc32.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\cscc64.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\scc.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\scc32.exe
<Tanium Client>\Tools\Comply\scc\scc64.exe

SCC engine - Linux/macOS
endpoints

<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/scc/cscc
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/scc/cscc.bin
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/scc/scc
<Tanium Client>/Tools/Comply/scc/scc.bin
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Note: For remote vulnerability reports, see Tanium Discover User Guide: Host and
network security requirements for Nmap security exclusions.

User role requirements
Tanium Server 7.0
The following user roles are supported in Comply on Tanium Server 7.0:
Administrator
Has all privileges in Comply, including installing or uninstalling Comply.
Content Administrator
Has all privileges in Comply with the exception of installing or uninstalling Comply.
Question Author
Can view reports, drill down into reports, and create report exports.

Tanium Server 7.1 and later
Comply 1.4 introduces role-based access control (RBAC) permissions that control access to
Comply functions.
Comply Administrator
Has all privileges in Comply, including collecting support bundles and managing
Comply Application Settings.
Comply Deployment Administrator
Can upload engines and distribute them via deployment; can read and write report
content.
Comply Report Content Administrator
Can read and write the following:
l

Configuration compliance benchmarks

l

Vulnerability sources
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l

All custom compliance and vulnerability content except custom checks

Comply Report Administrator
Can read custom report content including benchmarks, vulnerability sources, and all
custom content; can read report results; only role (other than Comply Administrator)
that can create and delete reports.
Comply Report Reviewer
Can read custom content, reports, and report results.
Comply Custom Check Writer
Only role (other than Comply Administrator) that can create and delete custom
checks; can read custom content.
Table 3: Comply user role privileges for Tanium 7.1.314.3071 or later
Privilege

Show
Comply1

Comply
Administrat
or

Comply
Deploymen
t
Administrat
or

2

2

Comply
Report
Content
Administrat
or

2

Comply
Report
Administrat
or

2

Comply
Report
Review
er

2

Compl
y
Custo
m
Check
Writer
2

View the
Comply
workbench
Comply
Admin
Comply
Report Read

2

2

Review
report
results.
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Privilege

Comply
Report
Write

Comply
Administrat
or

Comply
Deploymen
t
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Content
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Review
er

Compl
y
Custo
m
Check
Writer

2

Manage
reports.
Comply
Report
Content
Read

2

2

2

2

2

Read
benchmar
ks, custom
checks,
custom ID
mappings,
custom
profiles,
and
vulnerabili
ty sources.
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Privilege

Comply
Report
Content
Write

Comply
Administrat
or

Comply
Deploymen
t
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Content
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Review
er

Compl
y
Custo
m
Check
Writer

2

Manage
benchmar
ks,
vulnerabili
ty sources,
custom ID
mappings,
and
custom
profiles.
Comply
Deployment
Read
Comply
Deployment
Write

2

2

2

Manage
deployme
nts and
engines.
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Privilege

Comply
Administrat
or

Comply
Custom
Check Write

Comply
Deploymen
t
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Content
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Administrat
or

Comply
Report
Review
er

Compl
y
Custo
m
Check
Writer

2

Manage
custom
checks.
1

To install Comply, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2

Denotes an implicit permission that is provided by a privilege with a higher permission level.
For example, a write permission provides an implicit read permission.

Table 4: Provided Comply Advanced user role permissions for Tanium 7.1.314.3071 or
later
Permissi Content Comply
on
Set for
Administra
Permissi tor
on

Comply
Deployme
nt
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Content
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Administra
tor

Compl
y
Report
Revie
wer

Comp
ly
Custo
m
Check
Write
r

Ask
Dynamic
Questions
Read
Sensor

Reserved

Read
Sensor

Comply
Deploym
ent
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Permissi Content Comply
on
Set for
Administra
Permissi tor
on

Read
Sensor

Comply
Reporting

Read
Action

Comply
Deploym
ent

Read
Action

Comply
Reporting

Write
Action

Comply
Deploym
ent

Write
Action

Comply
Reporting

Comply
Deployme
nt
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Content
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Administra
tor

Compl
y
Report
Revie
wer

Comp
ly
Custo
m
Check
Write
r

Write
Comply
Action For Reporting
Saved
Question
Execute
Plugin

Comply

Write
Package

Comply
Deploym
ent

Write
Package

Comply
Reporting

Read
Saved
Question

Comply
Reporting

Write
Saved
Question

Comply
Deploym
ent
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Permissi Content Comply
on
Set for
Administra
Permissi tor
on

Write
Saved
Question

Comply
Deployme
nt
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Content
Administra
tor

Comply
Report
Administra
tor

Compl
y
Report
Revie
wer

Comp
ly
Custo
m
Check
Write
r

Comply
Reporting
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Installing Comply
You can install Comply from the Tanium Solutions page.

Before you begin
l

Review Comply requirements on page 11.

l

If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrade Comply.

l

You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import the Tanium Comply
solution.

Import solution
Import Comply from the Tanium Solutions page.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Tanium Comply, click Import Version.
Note: Tanium Comply is a licensed solution. If Comply is not on the Tanium
Solutions page, contact your Technical Account Manager (TAM).
3. In the Content Import Preview window, you can expand the package to review the
Tanium content that is being installed. Click Proceed with Import.
4. After the installation process completes, refresh your browser.
5. From the Main menu, click Comply. The Comply Home page is displayed.

Upgrade Comply
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Comply section, click Upgrade to <version>.
3. Click OK.
The Import Solution window opens with a list of all the changes and import options.
4. Click Proceed with Import.
5. Depending on your Tanium Server configuration, either enter your password or click
Yes to proceed.
6. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the Installed
version for Comply.
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Tip: If the new version is not displayed, try refreshing the Tanium Solutions
page.

IMPORTANT: When you upgrade Comply, a red error message will be displayed if a
deployment's tools are out of date. To deploy the latest tools to deployments with
this error, click Redeploy. This will upgrade the tools on endpoints to the latest
version the next time the tools installation action runs.

Set up Comply
The Comply Home page shows statistics, reports, errors, and initial tasks. The Home page
guides you through the following tasks you need to complete before using Comply:
l

Configure service account

l

Upload engines

l

Create deployments

l

Create reports
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Use the Manage Home Page link at the top right of the page to configure the sections you
see on startup. You might not need to see each section once you have completed the initial
tasks.
Note: Reports and statistics on the Comply Home page might not be updated
immediately with current results since this data is updated every 10 minutes.

Create a service account
A service account is required to run background Comply functions such as populating
Home page data. You will see a Required Comply Settings: Set Service Account yellow
banner across the top of the Comply Home page if no service account is configured.

This user must have the following roles and access configured:
l

l

In RBAC enabled environments, the Comply Administrator role or, in non-RBAC
enabled environments, the Content Administrator role. See User role requirements
on page 14 for more information.
Access granted to any computer groups that provide input to Comply reports. For
more information about assigning computer groups to a user, see Tanium Core
Platform User Guide: Assign computer groups to a user.

1. From the Comply Home page, in the Configuration Progress section, click the
Configure Service Account step and click Configure Service Account.
2. Enter the Tanium credentials and click Save.
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Note: Another way to configure the service account is by clicking Configure
Now in the yellow banner that displays if the service account is not configured.
You also can set or update the service account from the Comply settings. Click
Settings and update the service account settings in the Service Account
section. Click Save.

Upload scan engines
Scan engines are used to evaluate OVAL or SCAP content and generate configuration
compliance and vulnerability reports. At least one scan engine is required to use Comply,
but more than one can be uploaded and used if desired. Comply 1.7.4 and later ships with
the Joval engine; however, there is no content included with that engine. You can upload
other engines if required. See Importing scan engines on page 25. CIS-CAT, Joval, and SCC
engines are currently supported by Comply. To use CIS-CAT or Joval, a Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) must also be provided. CIS-CAT and Joval also require PowerShell and
do not work if PowerShell is in the ConstrainedLanguage language mode.
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Importing scan engines
At least one scan engine is required to use Comply, but more than one can be uploaded
and used if desired. Scan engines are used to evaluate OVAL or SCAP content and generate
configuration compliance and vulnerability reports. Comply 1.7.4 and later ships with the
Joval engine; however, there is no content included with that engine.
You can upload other engines if required. CIS-CAT, Joval, and SCC engines are currently
supported by Comply. To use CIS-CAT or Joval, a JRE (Java Runtime Environment) must
also be provided. CIS-CAT and Joval also require PowerShell and do not work if PowerShell
is in the ConstrainedLanguage language mode. You must have the Comply Deployment
Administrator role to import scan engines. For more information about Comply roles, see
User role requirements on page 14.

Download and import the CIS engine
1. Go to https://workbench.cisecurity.org and log in or register if this is the first time
you are using CIS Security benchmarks.
2. After you log in, click Downloads to go to the Downloads page to download the latest
ciscat-full-bundle.zip file. See Reference: Comply supported engines on
page 97 for the latest version of this file supported by Comply.
3. In Comply, select Engines under the Setup menu.
4. On the Manage Engines page, click Upload Engine/JRE on the top right.
5. In the Engine Type drop-down menu, select CIS-CAT.

6. Click Select File to select the ZIP file you downloaded from CIS.
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7. Check Import Benchmarks to import the benchmarks in the bundle into Comply.
Tanium recommends that you check this option. This option will be enabled by
default the first time you upload the CIS-CAT bundle.
8. Uncheck Import Engine if you have already imported the required engine and you
only want to import benchmarks (see note below).
9. Click Upload.
Note: In order for the CIS-CAT engine to work, you must also install the JRE package.
See Download and import the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) package on page 28.
In order to upgrade your benchmarks when CIS releases a new version of the bundle,
select Import Benchmarks only. This is how new, updated benchmarks are imported
into Comply in bulk. Existing reports and benchmarks will not be affected by this
process, and the benchmarks used in these reports are not automatically upgraded
to the new versions of the respective benchmarks.

IMPORTANT: If you are using CIS-CAT with Comply 1.3.2 or older, you must upgrade
to Comply 1.3.3 or later in order for the CIS-CAT engine to work properly. See Issues
with CIS-CAT for Comply 1.3.2 or older on page 92.

Download and import the Joval engine
Note: Comply 1.7.4 and later ships with the Joval engine; however, there is no
content included with that engine. If you have your own Joval license, you can
choose to upload your own version of Joval. You must also install the JRE package.
See Download and import the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) package on page 28.
1. Select Engines under the Setup menu.
2. On the Manage Engines page, click Upload Engine/JRE on the top right.
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3. In the Engine Type drop-down menu, select JovalCM.

4. Click Select File to select the Joval engine and license files.
5. Click Upload.

Download and import the SCC scan engine
SCC is the scan engine used by the United States government; it is not available to the
general public. If you are part of a government organization, consult with your TAM on how
to obtain the appropriate SCC bundles.
Note: Within each SCC ZIP file, there is another ZIP file (on Windows) or a TGZ file
(on Linux/macOS). Comply will accept these inner ZIP or TGZ files as well as the
original ZIP archive. This reduces the amount of data in half that you must upload.
1. Select Engines under the Setup menu.
2. On the Manage Engines page, click Upload Engine/JRE on the top right.
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3. In the Engine Type drop-down menu, select SCC.

4. Click Select File to select the SCC bundle that you would like to upload.
5. Click Upload.
Note: Some SCC bundles come packaged with DISA STIG benchmarks. To import
these, be sure to check Import Benchmarks. Not all SCC bundles include this
content.

Download and import the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) package
IMPORTANT: Comply supports only Java version 8 distributions provided by either
Oracle or Amazon.
Download the appropriate Java Runtime Environment (JRE) package for each platform and
architecture required for the endpoints in your environment. Both the standard JRE and
server JRE packages from Oracle are supported. For Amazon Coretto, the JRE package for
Windows and the JDK package for Linux or macOS are supported. Be sure to download the
TGZ or ZIP packages, not the EXE, RPM, or DMG files. Download the JRE packages from one
of the following URLs:
l

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/corretto/latest/corretto-8-ug/downloads-list.html

l

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index
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Note: If you already have the appropriate JRE package(s) installed, you may not need
to download additional JRE packages. Tanium recommends using Comply to install a
JRE and not using a pre-installed JRE so that you know which JRE is being used to
run scans.
1. Select Engines under the Setup menu.
2. On the Manage Engines page, click Upload Engine/JRE on the top right.

3. In the Engine Type drop-down menu, select Java runtime.
4. Click Select File to select one of the JRE TGZ or ZIP files that you downloaded earlier.
5. Click Upload.
Note: You can remove engines and JREs from the Manage Engines page by clicking
Remove.
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Creating computer groups
Comply will automatically target platform and architecture; however, if you need to run
benchmarks or push deployments against endpoints with a specific operating system or on
a specific subnet, you need to create computer groups. Define computer groups in the
Administration section of Tanium Console. See Tanium Platform User Guide: Managing
Computer Groups.
Following are examples of computer groups for operating systems created by selecting the
appropriate query suggested by Tanium's language parser:
Operating System

Query

Microsoft Windows
Server 2012 R2

Operating System contains “Windows
Server 2012 R2”

CentOS Linux 6.3

Operating System contains “CentOS
release 6.3 Final”

Mac OS X El Capitan
10.11

Operating System contains “Mac OS X
10.11.”
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Creating deployments
You must have the Comply Deployment Administrator role to create deployments. For more
information about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.

Create a new deployment
1. Select Deployments under Setup.
2. On the Manage Deployments page, click Create Deployment on the top right.

3. In the Details section, provide a Name.
4. Select Computer Groups you want to target with the deployment. You are able to
select multiple computer groups in this field.
5. Select a Platform. Depending the Platform you select, you will see the appropriate
choices for Architecture and Scan Engines. If you select CIS-CAT or JovalCM scan
engines, you need to choose a JRE option. Preview on the right side of the Details
section shows the deployment criteria as you define it.
6. Consult with your TAM before changing any Advanced Settings.
7. In the Schedule section, select Start at and End at and complete the date and time
values to limit the report to run only during a specific time period.
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8. Select the Distribute over and enter values to run the report over minutes or hours.
This value cannot be over four hours. For more information on how Tanium deploys
actions, see Tanium Platform User Guide: Using Deploy Action.
9. For Repeat report execution by select None if you do not want the deployment to
run again. Select Interval and then define the interval in minutes, hours, or days in
which you want the report to run in the Reissue every fields. Select Use Policy Saved
Action to use a saved question every hour to determine if the deployment should run
again when applicable endpoints are online.
10. Click Create & Deploy. You will see the Action progress and Installation status of
your deployment.
Note: You might receive one of the following errors if deployments do not run as
expected:
Some machines included in this deployment cannot be
deployed to. — Ensure that targeted endpoints have enough disk space to
accommodate deployments.
Some machines included in this deployment don’t have the
system utilities required to complete a scan. — Linux/macOS
endpoints do not have the Unix utilities installed required for Comply to work
correctly.

Using JRE encryption
Use JRE encryption to prevent access to the JRE. This will encrypt the ZIP file on the
endpoint that contains the JRE, and a key file is distributed with reports that require the
JRE to decrypt it. Once the report runs, the key file and decrypted JRE are removed. The
encrypted JRE remains so it can be used the next time it is required.
1. Complete all of the fields in the Create Deployment window and select Deploy JRE in
the Java Runtime section.
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2. Select Encrypt JRE.

3. Click Create & Deploy. On the Reports page, any report with an encrypted JRE will
show a lock next to that engine.

Note: If a JRE encryption key is lost or overwritten, you can recreate the JRE
encryption key. See Recreate JRE encryption key on page 93.
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Working with deployments
To redeploy, delete, or see the status of a deployment, select Deployments from the Setup
menu.
When you redeploy a deployment, you can view the Action progress and Installation
status.

Click Information

next to Target to see the target computer groups for that deployment.
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Clone deployments
1. On the Manage Deployments page, click Clone next to the deployment.

2. Provide a new Name for the duplicate deployment.
3. Make any necessary changes to the Details or Schedule of the deployment.
4. Click Create & Deploy.

Edit deployments
1. On the Manage Deployments page, click Edit next to the deployment.
2. Make any necessary changes to the Details or Schedule of the deployment.
3. Click Save & Deploy.

Legacy deployments
On the Manage Deployments page, click Delete to delete Legacy Deployments that are
obsolete. Removing legacy deployments will stop/remove the old action and package
associated with these deployments. You might need to create a new deployment that
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matches the legacy deployment to ensure that engine/JRE selections are deployed as
previously.
Note: Tanium recommends that you remove legacy deployments.

Update tool deployment
If any of your tool deployment actions have outdated tools, you will see a warning on the
Home or Manage Deployments page. Tools can become outdated when Comply is
upgraded to a new version.

1. On the Manage Deployments page, click Update X Outdated Tool Deployment on
the top right.
2. Enter your credentials and click OK.
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Working with configuration compliance
benchmarks and vulnerability sources
Note: Before you can work with benchmarks, you must import them. See Download
and import the CIS engine on page 25 and Download and import the SCC scan engine
on page 27 for instructions on how to import or upgrade benchmarks in bulk.
After importing engine files, you can view imported benchmarks to verify that they have
been imported. Select Configuration Compliance or Vulnerability under Benchmarks to
view each type of imported benchmark.
You must have the Comply Report Content Administrator role to read and write
configuration compliance benchmarks and vulnerability sources. For more information
about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.

Configuration compliance benchmarks
Importing individual benchmarks and assigning categories
You can import benchmarks in Comply that have the following file formats:
l

Split XCCDF format: XCCDF file, OVAL file, CPE, and CPE-dictionary

l

Single SCAP 1.2 datastream single file

l

Multiple zip files containing split XCCDF files

1. On the Configuration Compliance page under Benchmarks, click Import Benchmark
to import additional configuration compliance benchmarks.

2. Provide a Description for the benchmark.
3. Assign an existing category to the benchmark or create a new category to help
organize your benchmarks. Select a category from the Category drop-down list or
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select Create new category... to create a new category to assign to the benchmark.

4. Enter any custom tags in the Tags field to further describe and categorize the
benchmark.
When benchmarks are imported with an engine, such as CIS-CAT or SCC, they are
automatically assigned the applicable category. By default, new benchmarks are
assigned the Imported category.
5. If you chose to create a new category, in the Create Category window, enter a name
for your new category and click Save.

FILTER BENCHMARK CATEGORIES

You can filter benchmarks by category on the Configuration Compliance Benchmarks page
under Benchmarks by selecting a category in the Category drop-down list.
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CHANGE A BENCHMARK CATEGORY OR TAGS

1. On the Configuration Compliance Benchmarks page, hover over a benchmark and
you will see the Change Category/Tags button.

2. In the Benchmark Metadata window, select a different Category and edit Tags.

3. Click OK.
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CREATE A BENCHMARK CATEGORY FROM SETTINGS

1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Benchmark Categories tab, click Create Category.

3. In the New Benchmark Category window, enter a name for the category in the
Category field and click Save.

DELETE BENCHMARK CATEGORIES FROM SETTINGS

1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Benchmark Categories tab, click Delete
you want to delete.

next to the benchmark category

Filtering benchmarks
Use the Tag Filter field at the top right of the Configuration Compliance Benchmarks page
to filter the benchmarks. Begin entering text to see a list of available tags or click the X next
to an existing tag to remove it from the list of filters.
The green supported tag indicates that Tanium has tested the benchmark. Only supported
benchmarks are shown by default. Benchmarks indicated with a yellow unsupported tag
are benchmarks that Tanium has not tested. This does not mean that the benchmark does
not work; it has just not been tested by Tanium.
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Viewing configuration compliance benchmark profiles and creating reports
1. Click Expand

to see the details of a configuration compliance benchmark.

2. Under the Profiles section, click Create Report next to a benchmark profile to create
a report for that profile. Clicking Create Report at the top right creates a report for
the first profile listed. The Name, Platform, Benchmark, and Profile fields are autopopulated based on the benchmark and profile you selected. These values can be
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changed.
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3. On the New Configuration Compliance Report page, enter a Name for the report in
the Details section. You can also provide a Description.
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4. Select a Platform.
5. Select the Engine. You will only see the Engine field if you have more than one
engine installed.
6. The Tanium Comply action group is created automatically by Comply and will be
auto-populated in the Action Group field. All saved actions created by Comply will be
created under this action group.
7. Select Computer Groups.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to select the appropriate Platform (Windows, Linux, or
macOS) and Computer Groups containing endpoints that align with the
Platform for Comply to work correctly.
8. Select either Low or Normal from the Execution Priority drop-down list. This will
determine if other processes running on an endpoint take priority over running the
report you are creating or if the report takes the same priority as other processes.
9. Select Start at and End at and complete the date and time values to limit the report
to run only during a specific time period.
10. Select the Distribute over and enter values to run the report over minutes or hours.
This value cannot be over four hours.
11. Select None, Interval, or Report Result Age for the Repeat report execution by field.
12. If you choose Interval, the Reissue every field will appear, and you must specify how
often the report is run.
13. If you choose Repeat Result Age, then the Run when results are older than field will
appear, and you must specify how old you want the results to be before the report is
run. If an endpoint comes online that has never run a report, it will run with this
option selected. The age of results is checked either every hour or every 3 hours. If
you specify an age less than 3 hours, the age of results will be checked every hour.
14. Select the Benchmark and Profile from the drop-down lists in the Benchmarks
section.
15. Click + Add Additional Benchmark to add another benchmark or click Create &
Deploy and enter your credentials. Action results will display.
16. If you have Custom Checks or Custom ID Mappings, you can specify these in the
Advanced section. See Deploying Custom Checks and using Custom ID Mapping for
more information.
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Vulnerability sources
Default vulnerability sources
Expand Tanium Vulnerability Library to see the three vulnerability sources provided by
Comply:
l

Tanium Vulnerability Library for Unix

l

Tanium Vulnerability Library for macOS

l

Tanium Vulnerability Library for Windows

Expand default vulnerability sources to view details, create a report, update them, or edit
them. Click on the number of CVEs to see the full list of CVEs included in a benchmark. You
can search the CVE list using Filter by Text in the top right.

Tanium maintains the Tanium Vulnerability Library daily. The new version of the Tanium
Vulnerability Library is available for download by clicking Update on the Tanium
Vulnerability Library page. To schedule automatic updates on a recurring schedule, click
Edit .
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Note: Enabling recurring updates only updates definitions associated with the
sources contained in the Tanium Vulnerability Library. If you have already created
reports against one of the sources contained in the Tanium Vulnerability Library,
these reports do not get automatically updated. To update the vulnerabilities
contained in a report, select Deploy Now from the Manage Report drop-down list
next to a report on the Reports page. This will rebuild the report's vulnerability
definitions after updating the corresponding source. If theStart at field is not
specified on the report's schedule, it will run immediately.

Search for CVEs
Enter one or more CVEs in the Search for CVEs field at the top of the Vulnerability
Benchmarks page and click find . A search can be used to scan all vulnerability sources
to identify which sources contain the specific CVE(s).

Upload vulnerability source zip for air-gapped environments
If you are working in an air-gapped environment, you must specify that setting in Comply
and then upload the air gap ZIP file.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Application Settings tab, find the the is_airgapped setting and click Edit.
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3. In the Edit Setting window, enter true in the Value field.

4. Click Save.
Note: If you edit the is_airgapped setting back to false, you must restart
Comply in order for the Tanium Vulnerability Library (TVL) to update properly.
5. Once you have specified that you are working in an air-gapped environment in the
Comply settings, click Upload Airgap Zip on the top right of the Vulnerability
Benchmarks page.

6. Download the air gap ZIP file from the link indicated in the Upload TVL Airgap Zip
window using a machine that can connect to the internet and save it on the airgapped machine.
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7. Click Select File, select the air gap ZIP file from wherever you have saved it on the airgapped machine, and click Open.
8. Click Upload.
9. Once your upload is complete, click Close on the Upload TVL Airgap Zip window.
Allow approximately five minutes for Comply to update the vulnerability benchmarks.
If you expand a vulnerability source, you will see the Type indicated as Local as well
as a completed count of CVEs once the benchmarks have been successfully updated
from the uploaded air gap ZIP file.

Create a new vulnerability source
1. Click Create Source on the top right of the Vulnerability Benchmarks page.

2. In the Details section, provide a Name, Vendor, and Description.
3. To schedule automatic updates, check Enable recurring updates.
4. In the OVAL Definitions File section, choose either Remote or Upload for the
Location.
Note:
A remote source is a URL that points to an OVAL definition XML file and can be
updated by clicking Update next to the benchmark on the Vulnerability
Benchmarks page.
Remote sources are best suited when OVAL content is updated periodically.
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Uploaded sources are best suited to air-gapped environments or when you
would like to manually download and provide the source feed.
This OVAL definition file from CIS provides access to all vulnerability definitions
in their repository:
https://oval.cisecurity.org/repository/download/5.11.1/all/oval.xml
5. Enter the path for the Remote File or Choose file for Upload as appropriate.
6. Click Save.

Edit a vulnerability source
On the Vulnerability Benchmarks page, you can also select Edit
source or Delete to delete a vulnerability source.

to edit a vulnerability

Perform a vulnerability scan and create a report
1. Click Expand to see the details of a vulnerability benchmark to view information
about the associated XML file and operating systems. Click Create Report at the top
right to create a new vulnerability report.
2. See Create a Vulnerability Report on page 55 for more details.
3. Click Create & Deploy to run the vulnerability scan.
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Creating reports
Note: Comply works best with operating system-level checks. See Creating computer
groups on page 30.
You can create a new report on the Reports page or create one using an existing
benchmark on the Benchmarks page. You must have the Comply Report Administrator role
to create reports. For more information about Comply roles, see User role requirements on
page 14.
Run a configuration compliance report to check the security configuration compliance state
of a group of machines. This will execute reports using SCAP XCCDF benchmarks. Run a
vulnerability report to execute OVAL checks against your endpoints to check for the
presence of identified vulnerabilities.

Create a Configuration Compliance Report
Create a Configuration Compliance Report from the Reports page
1. Select Reports from the Comply menu.
2. Select Configuration Compliance Report from the Create Report drop-down list.
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3. On the Create Configuration Compliance Report page, in the Summary section,
enter a Name for the report. You can also provide Labels.
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4. Select Computer Groups.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to select the appropriate platform (AIX, Linux, Mac, or
Windows) and Computer Groups containing endpoints that align with the
Platform for Comply to work correctly.
5. The Tanium Comply action group is created automatically by Comply and will be
automatically populated in the Action Group field. All saved actions created by
Comply will be created under this action group.
6. Select a Platform.
7. Select the Engine. You will only see the Engine field if you have more than one
engine installed.
8. Select either Low or Normal from the Execution Priority drop-down list.
Low causes the Comply scan process to yield processor utilization to other processes
running on the machine. Normal will execute the scan process with the same priority
as other processes running on the machine.
Note: Selecting Low might increase the duration of the scan processes on
endpoints with high processor utilization.
9. Select the Benchmark from the drop-down list in the Benchmarks section.
10. Select Start on and End on and complete the date and time values to limit the report
to run only during a specific time period.
11. Select the Distribute Over option and enter values to run the report over minutes or
hours. This value cannot be over four hours.
12. Select Interval, Using report age, or Never for the Repeat field.
l

l

If you choose Interval, the Reissue every field displays, and you can specify
how often the report is run.
If you choose Using report age, then the Run when results are older than field
displays, and you can specify how old you want the results to be before the
report is run. If a targeted endpoint comes online that has never run the report,
the report will be run as soon as the next age-check occurs. The age of results
is checked either every hour or every 3 hours. If you specify an age less than 3
hours, the age of results will be checked every hour.

13. Click Create & Deploy and enter your credentials. Action results will display.
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14. If you have Custom Checks or Custom ID Mappings, you can specify these in the
Advanced section. See Customizing compliance results on page 71 for more
information.
Note: Custom checks should take less than a minute to run – they can output
anything to standard output as long as the last line is a valid rule result string
such as pass, fail, or error.

Create a Configuration Compliance report from the Benchmarks page
On the Configuration Compliance Benchmarks page, click Create Report next to a
benchmark profile to create a report for that profile.

Create a Vulnerability Report
Create a Vulnerability Report from the Reports page
Vulnerability reports are supported only for Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints. They
are not supported for AIX endpoints.
1. Select Reports from the Comply menu.
2. Select Vulnerability Report from the Create Report drop-down list.
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3. On the Create Vulnerability Report page, in the Summary section, enter a Name for
the report. You can also provide Labels.
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4. Select Computer Groups.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to select the appropriate platform (Linux, Mac, or
Windows) and Computer Groups containing endpoints that align with the
Platform for Comply to work correctly.
5. The Tanium Comply action group is created automatically by Comply and will be
automatically populated in the Action Group field. All saved actions created by
Comply will be created under this action group.
6. Select a Platform.
7. Select the Engine. You will only see the Engine field if you have more than one
engine installed.
8. Select either Low or Normal from the Execution Priority drop-down list.
Low causes the Comply scan process to yield processor utilization to other processes
running on the machine. Normal will execute the scan process with the same priority
as other processes running on the machine.
Note: Selecting Low might increase the duration of the scan processes on
endpoints with high processor utilization.
9. Select the Source from the drop-down list in the Vulnerability Content section.
10. Select an Operating System.
11. Specify the Range of CVEs. The Preview section on the right will show the number of
CVEs and Definitions that will be included in the report.
Note: You can specify now in the Range of CVEs field as the end of a range. For
example, entering 2016-now will run the report against all CVEs from 2016 to
the current date. By using this format, you can easily define a range that always
is current.
12. Check the scores you want to see in CVSS Score.
13. List specific CVEs in the List of Individual CVEs field.
Note: If you specify a List of Individual CVEs, they will always be included in
the report regardless of the values specified for Range of CVEs or CVSS Score.
To search by year and score, you must provide values for both fields for the
search to be valid. If you specify Range of CVEs, you must select at least one
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score in CVSS Score. If you select a score in CVSS Score, you must specify
Range of CVEs. If you list specific CVEs, you can choose to leave the Range of
CVEs field blank and select no CVSS Score.
If you have previously saved a report with values for List of Individual CVEs,
Range of CVEs, or CVSS Score, these values will remain the same for the next
vulnerability report you create. You can edit these values as needed.
14. Specify the Batch Size.
Note: Batch Size defines the number of checks that will run at a time. In order
to run a manageable number of checks on your endpoints, the default value
for this field is 500 for CIS-CAT and SCC, and the default is 2000 for JovalCM.
Consult with your TAM if you want to adjust these values.
15. If you have custom Vulnerability Mappings, you can specify these in the Advanced
Settings section. See Customizing vulnerability results on page 82 for more
information.
16. Select Remote Open Ports if you want your vulnerability report to include open
ports. The Open Ports section lists open ports and their corresponding processes on
Tanium-managed endpoints.
17. Select Start on and End on and complete the date and time values to limit the report
to run only during a specific time period.
18. Select the Distribute Over option and enter values to run the report over minutes,
hours, or days.
19. Select Interval, Using report age, or Never for the Repeat field.
l

l

If you choose Interval, the Reissue every field displays, and you can specify
how often the report is run.
If you choose Using report age, then the Run when results are older than field
displays, and you can specify how old you want the results to be before the
report is run. If a targeted endpoint comes online that has never run the report,
the report will be run as soon as the next age-check occurs. The age of results
is checked either every hour or every 3 hours. If you specify an age less than 3
hours, the age of results will be checked every hour.

20. Click Create & Deploy and enter your credentials. Action results will display.
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Create a vulnerability report from the Benchmarks page
Select Benchmarks from the main menu, select Vulnerability and click Create Report next
to the vulnerability benchmark for which you want to create a report.

Create a Remote Vulnerability Report
Note: In order to create Remote Vulnerability reports in Comply, you must have
Tanium DiscoverTM version 2.9.0 or later. In Discover, go to Advanced Settings and
add a setting named ComplyVulnScanEnabled with a value of true. Enable Nmap
scan discovery using the Comply Vulnerability Scan configuration. Setting changes
in Discover can take up to five minutes to be applied. See Tanium Discover User
Guide: Nmap scan discovery for more information.
1. Select Reports from the Comply menu.
2. Select Remote Vulnerability Report from the Create Report drop-down list.
3. On the New Remote Vulnerability Report page, in the Summary section, enter a
Name for the report. You can also provide Labels.

4. The Tanium Comply action group is created automatically by Comply and will be
automatically populated in the Action Group field. All saved actions created by
Comply will be created under this action group.
5. Select Computer Groups.
IMPORTANT: The computer groups you select must contain endpoints that are
included in the computer groups defined in the Nmap scan discovery you
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enabled in Discover.
6. Click Create & Deploy and enter your credentials. Action results will display.
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Working with reports
View results
Select Reports from the Comply menu to view the results for All reports, Configuration
Compliance reports, or Vulnerability reports that have been run and the next scheduled
run, if applicable.
Click View Online Endpoints next to Endpoints to go to Interact to view any endpoints
reported on that are currently online.
Expand a report to see details about that report. Click on the report name to see results
associated with that report and details about the policies included in configuration
compliance reports and questions included in vulnerability reports.

Click on a rule to see a detailed description of that rule.
If you see a Scan Error
next to a report , click the icon to see details about the error(s).
In the error window click Go to Interact to see details about the endpoint(s).
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Vulnerability report results
When you view Vulnerability report results, you will see icons to the left of each CVE
indicating the severity of that vulnerability.

Icon

Severity
High
Medium
Low
Unscored

Expand a CVE to get more details including Remediation Instructions and a Solution.

Comply-related sensors
Get Comply - Report Age
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Use this sensor in Interact to see which Comply reports exist and when they were run.

Comply - Vulnerability CVE Search
Use this sensor in Interact to find endpoints with specific CVEs and see details. The
sensor extracts multiple CVE numbers as a parameter; you can then enter them one
line at a time in the input field in Interact. Add Computer Name to your parameters
to get more specific results.

Comply - Vulnerability Discovery Dates
This sensor will show the date on which a vulnerability was first encountered on an
endpoint and the date of the last discovery of that vulnerability on an endpoint. This
data is also available from the Comply – [engine] Vulnerabilities Full sensor. Add
Computer Name to your parameters to get more specific results.
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Upgrade Report Question
When you upgrade to Comply 2.0.0 and later, you will need to upgrade your saved
questions to the newest format. You will see a warning next to reports requiring an
upgrade.
1. On the Reports page, select the report(s) requiring an upgrade.
2. Click Upgrade Report Question.

Filter reports
Use the Filter Results fields at the top of the Reports page to filter the list of reports.

Update vulnerability reports
Whenever vulnerability sources are updated and contain new definitions that match the
report vulnerability content, Comply automatically marks the reports as having new content
available. If a service account is defined, then Comply will automatically redeploy the
reports as part of the service account background process. Users also have the option to
manually deploy vulnerability reports that Comply has identified as outdated before the
service account deploys them.
Note: If the report was for CVEs in 2016, then a source update will not generate the
message because it is unlikely there will ever be more CVEs for 2016. However, if the
report was for CVEs in 2017 (or the current year), then a source update will often
generate the message.
1. Click Fix Now in the warning message to see the list of affected reports.
2. Click Update Reports.
3. Select the reports you want to update.
4. Click Update Report. You can view the status of the update in the Status column.

Upgrade Report Question
An error will appear next to the vulnerability report that require question(s) to be upgraded
on the Reports page.
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1. Select the report(s) requiring question(s) to be upgraded.
2. Click Upgrade Report Question.
3. Enter your credentials and click OK.

Refresh Statistics
Click Refresh Statistics fields at the top of the Reports page to refresh reports results
sooner than Comply refreshes them, approximately every 30 minutes.

View scheduled report actions
You can view reports that are scheduled to run on the Tanium Comply action group in the
Tanium Console.
1. Select Scheduled Actions under Actions from the main menu.
2. On the Actions page, enter Comply in the Filter by text field at the top right to see the
reports scheduled to run on the Tanium Comply action group.
Selecting the Tanium Comply action group in the left navigation pane shows all scheduled
actions for Comply, including engine/JRE scheduled actions as well as those created for
report execution.

Run a report again
On the Reports page, select a report and click Deploy Now to run the report.

Export report results
1. On the Reports page for All, Configuration Compliance, or Vulnerability, select a
report.
2. Under the Manage Report drop-down list, click Export Report.
3. In the Export Report window, provide a Title and Description for the report.
4. Choose either HTML or CSV from the Format drop-down list for the exported data.
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5. By default, pass, fail, and error report types are already selected. Click in the Report
Types field to select additional types or to remove any of the default types.
6. Select options for Results Display and Rule Details. Results Display can be used to
turn off the summary values for each result so that the endpoint list will the complete
list of computer names and IP addresses.
7. Click Export. Enter your credentials and click OK.
Note: You can close the Export Report window and let the report export
process run in the background. Go to the Report Export page to view the
progress of any report export jobs currently running. The last column in the
results table on indicates the status of the report export job.
8. When the export report is complete, click View report export to go to the Report
Exports page or click Download to download the report in the format you selected.
On the Report Exports page, you can also select a report and click Download to
download it.
9. Use the Filter Results fields to filter the list of reports.

Refresh Results
1. On the Reports page for All, Configuration Compliance, or Vulnerability, select a
report.
2. Under the Manage Report drop-down list, click Refresh Results. Comply will retrieve
the results from the Tanium Server for the selected report.

Reissue Question
1. On the Reports page for All, Configuration Compliance, or Vulnerability, select a
report.
2. Under the Manage Report drop-down list, click Reissue Question. Comply will re-ask
the report question(s).
Note: Use Refresh Results to retrieve new results from the Tanium Server for
the selected report.
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View Saved Question
1. On the Reports page for All, Configuration Compliance, or Vulnerability, select a
report.
2. Under the Manage Report drop-down list, click View Saved Question to see the
question(s) in Interact that retrieved the results for the selected report.

Edit a report
1. On the Reports page, select Edit Report from the Manage Report drop-down list next
to the report for which you want to edit the schedule or title.
2. Edit the Title if needed.
3. Add labels in the Labels field. Click the X next to a label to remove it.
4. Change the Engine if needed.
5. Change the Execution Priority if needed.
6. Select Start at and End at and complete the date and time values to limit the report
to run only during a specific time period.
7. Select the Distribute over and enter values to run the report over minutes or hours.
This value cannot be over four hours.
8. Select None, Interval, or Report Result Age for the Repeat report execution by field.
l

l

If you choose None, the report will run once if the Start At field is specified for
a date and time in the future. Otherwise, the report will not run again.
If you choose Interval, the Reissue every field will appear, and you can specify
how often the report is run. The default value for this field is 1 Days and, if you
do not specify a value for Start at, the report will run immediately. If you
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choose Interval and do not enter a value for End At, the report will run at the
specified interval forever.
l

If you choose Report Result Age, then the Run when results are older than
field will appear, and you can specify how old you want the results to be before
the report is run. The default value for this field is 1 Days and, if you do not
specify a value for Start at, the report will run immediately. If a targeted
endpoint comes online that has never run the report, the report will be run as
soon as the next age-check occurs. The age of results is checked either every
hour or every 3 hours. If you specify an age less than 3 hours, the age of results
will be checked every hour. If do not enter a value for End At, the report will
continue to run forever.

9. Click Save, enter your credentials, and click OK.

Delete a report
Note: You cannot edit the content of a report once it has been created, and you
cannot delete a benchmark, custom check, or custom ID mapping if they are
associated with a report. You can only change when a report runs per Edit a report
on page 68.
When an updated version of a new Benchmark is released, you must delete the Report that
used the old Benchmark and create a new report with the updated Benchmark.
On the Reports page, select a report and click Delete to delete it. See Deleting stale
reports from endpoints on page 69 to remove the Report from the endpoints.

Deleting stale reports from endpoints
If you have deleted a report using the procedure described in Delete a report on page 69,
you still need to delete it from the endpoint(s).
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Help
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2. On the Troubleshooting tab, in the Manage Stale Reports section, click Update
Reports.

3. The Stale Reports window will appear and provide a list of reports that are no longer
known to comply. Select the report you would like to remove.

4. Edit the following scheduling fields to schedule the removal action:
l

l

l

Select Start at andEnd atand complete the date and time values to limit the
removal to occur only during a specific time period.
Select the Distribute over and enter values to run the removal over minutes,
hours, or days.
Select the Reissue every and define the interval in minutes, hours, or days in
which the removal will run.

5. Click Remove Selected.
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Customizing compliance results
You must have the Comply Report Content Administrator role to customize compliance
results. For more information about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.

Custom profiles
A profile defines a set of rules to be evaluated and the parameters for those rules. Custom
profiles allow you to specify just a subset of the checks available in a benchmark to be
deployed.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Compliance tab, click Custom Profiles.

You can either create a custom profile or upload one from a tailoring file.
CREATE A NEW CUSTOM PROFILE

1. Click Create Profile.
2. On the New Custom Profile page, enter a Title and Description.
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3. In the Rules section, select a benchmark from the Benchmark drop-down list.
4. Select each rule you would like to include in your custom profile.
5. Click Add Selection To Profile to move the selected rules to the Selected Rules
section. You can click Remove Selection From Profile to remove any rules you have
added.
6. Click Create to create the new custom profile.

You can also modify some rule values within your custom profile. If a rule value is
customizable, a value of true displays in the Can Customize column along with the default
value for the rule in the Default Values column.
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Customize a rule value

1. Select the rule and click Modify Rule Value.
2. In the Modify Custom Profile Value window, enter a Custom Rule Title and change
the Custom value field.

Note: Rule titles occasionally include the value used in the rule. Customize the
title of rules for which values have been changed. The customized rule titles
will then show up in report results, question answers, and report exports. For
example, If you provide a new value for the rule (L1) Ensure 'Enforce password
history' is set to '24 or more password(s)', you can change 24 to match the
custom value.
3. Click Save. The new value will appear in the User-defined Values column. You can
return to the Default Value of a rule by clicking Use Default.
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On the Custom Profiles page, click a custom profile to view its details.

You will see the rules included in the custom profile as well as those for which the values
have been modified.

UPLOAD A NEW CUSTOM PROFILE

1. Click Import Tailoring File.
2. In the Upload Custom Profile window, enter a Description.
3. Select a benchmark from the Benchmark drop-down list.
4. Click Select File and locate the tailoring file for the new profile.
Note: A custom profile can also be specified with a tailoring file. For more
information about tailoring files, see NIST's Technical Specification for the
Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) or consult with your TAM.
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Cloning custom profiles
1. Click Clone next to the custom profile.
2. Provide a new Title and Description for the duplicate custom profile.
3. Make any necessary changes to the rules included in the custom profile.
4. Click Create.

Editing custom profiles
1. Click Edit next to the custom profile.
2. In the Details section, you can edit the Title and Description.
3. In the Rules section, choose additional rules or select a new benchmark from the
Benchmark drop-down list to select other rules.
Note: If you choose to select a new benchmark, previously selected rules might
no longer be valid. If a rule is invalid, No will be displayed as the value in the
Valid column of the Selected Rules list. A warning also appears below the list
indicating the total number of invalid rules that have been selected.

4. Click Update.
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5. If any of the selected rules are invalid, a confirmation window appears that invalid
rules will automatically be removed from the custom profile. Click OK.

6. If one or more reports currently use this custom profile, a confirmation window
appears. If you want to redeploy these reports immediately, click Redeploy and
Continue; otherwise, click Continue. Reports with changes that are not redeployed
will show a Warning
next to them on the Reports page.

Report results only include results from endpoints with the latest version of the custom
profile. If any endpoint has an older version, the Endpoints count will indicate the number
pending an update.

Custom checks
You can create custom checks in Comply to check a condition on endpoints that might not
be included in any benchmark. A custom check can be either PowerShell or VBScript on
Windows and bash shell scripts on Linux/macOS. PowerShell scripts should use the file
extension .ps1, and VBScript files should use the .vbs extension.
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You must have the Comply Custom Check Writer role to write custom checks. For more
information about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Compliance tab, click Custom Checks.

3. Click Create Check.

4. In the New Custom Check window, enter a Title, Description, and Identifier.
5. Select the appropriate Severity and Platform.
6. Click Select File and locate the file for the custom check.
7. Click Save. Your custom check will now show under Custom Checks and be available
in the Custom Checks section of the page when you create a new Configuration
Compliance report.
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The result of a custom check is indicated by the last line of output from the custom check.
This value should appear on a line by itself after all other output and should return one of
the following results:
Result

Description

pass

All conditions are satisfied.

fail

All conditions are not satisfied.

error

Compliance evaluation could not be completed; therefore,
the status of the endpoint(s) compliance has not been
confirmed.

unknown

The result is unknown.

Custom ID mappings
Use custom ID mappings to create a custom column on results that associates a specific tag
with a custom check or rule identifier.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Compliance tab, click Custom ID Mappings.
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3. Click Create Custom ID.

4. In the New Custom ID window, enter a Name and Description.
5. Click Select File and locate the custom ID mapping file.
6. Click Save. Your custom ID will now show under Custom ID Mappings and be
available in the Advanced Settings section when you create a new Configuration
Compliance report.
Use the following file format for a custom ID mapping: Rule id|custom id
Example: xccdf_org.cisecurity.benchmarks_rule_1.1.1_Create_
Separate_Partition_for_tmp|company_policy_rule_42
Note: A report can only have a single custom ID mapping associated with it; however,
it can have multiple benchmarks and custom checks. When selecting the benchmarks
and custom checks, be aware that a report is targeted to a single action group.

View Custom IDs in Interact
1. Obtain the hash for the custom ID for a report by clicking on the report name on the
Configuration Compliance Reports page and expanding More Details. You can click
Copy to copy the hash.
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2. In Interact, ask the question that matches the engine type such as Get Comply CIS-CAT Results from all machines and paste the hash in the Comply bundle
hash field.
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Use the appropriate Comply sensor for the engine type:
l

Comply - CIS-CAT Results

l

Comply - JovalCM Results

l

Comply - SCC Results

3. Click Go.
4. The Custom ID column in the results grid shows any custom IDs for compliance
benchmarks.

Export custom check or ID mapping
In order to view, edit, or reuse a custom check or ID mapping, you can export it.
Select a custom check or custom ID and click export
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Customizing vulnerability results
You must have the Comply Report Content Administrator role to customize vulnerability
results. For more information about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.

Custom scores
Comply allows you to specify a score to an individual CVE. By default, Comply shows the
CVSS score.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Vulnerability tab, click Custom Vulnerability Scores.

3. Click Create Score Mapping.
4. In the Upload Vulnerability Score Mapping window, enter a Name, Prefix, and
Description.
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5. Click Select File and locate the score mapping file.
6. Click Save. Your custom score will now show under Custom Vulnerability Scores and
be available in the Advanced section of the New Vulnerability Report page when you
create a new report.
Use the following file format for a custom score mapping: CVE|score
Example: CVE-2017-8789|11.5

Custom ID mappings
Custom ID mappings allow you to create a custom column on results that associates a
specific tag with a CVE.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Vulnerability tab, click Custom Vulnerability ID.

3. Click Create ID Mapping.
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4. In the Upload Vulnerability ID Mapping window, enter a Name, Prefix, and
Description.

5. Click Select File and locate the custom vulnerability ID mapping file.
6. Click Save. Your custom ID will now show under Custom Vulnerability IDs and be
available in the Advanced section of the New Vulnerability Report page when you
create a new report.
Use the following file format for a custom ID mapping: CVE|custom id
Example: CVE-2014-2814|KB297262

Upload IAVM mapping definitions
If you use IAVM mappings, you can upload IAVM mapping definitions in Comply.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Vulnerability tab, click IAVM Mappings.
3. Click Upload IAVM Mapping Definitions and select the file provided to you by your
Technical Account Manager (TAM).
4. Click Save. The last upload time and the count of IAVM ID and score mappings will be
listed on the IAVM Mappings page following successful upload.
Note: Whenever you upload new IAVM mapping definitions, they will replace any
existing mapping definitions.
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After you have uploaded an IAVM mapping file to Comply, click Download IAVM Mapping
File on the IAVM Mappings page to download the last file that was uploaded.
IMPORTANT: To apply the IAVM mappings, you must add both the IAVM ID and score
mappings when creating a vulnerability report. In the Advanced section of the New
Vulnerability Report page, select IAVM ID Mappings (ID map) to add it. Then click
Add Additional Vulnerability Mapping and select IAVM Score Mapping (score map)
to add it.

View ID Mappings and Score Mappings in Interact
1. Obtain the hash for the custom ID for a report by clicking on the report name on the
Vulnerability Reports page and expanding More Details. You can click Copy to copy
the hash.

2. In Interact, ask the question that matches the engine type such as Get Comply CIS-CAT Vulnerabilities from all machines and paste the hash in the Comply
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bundle hash field.

Use the appropriate Comply sensor for the engine type:
l

Comply - CIS-CAT Vulnerabilities

l

Comply - JovalCM Vulnerabilities

l

Comply - SCC Vulnerabilities

3. Click Go.
4. The ID Mappings and Score Mappings columns in the results grid show these
mappings.
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Download custom ID mapping
In order to view, edit, or reuse a custom ID mapping, you can download it.
Select a custom ID mapping and click export
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Exporting vulnerability reports
Create a connection in Tanium Connect to export data from vulnerability reports to
Connect destinations, such as Email, File, HTTP, Socket Receiver, Splunk, and SQL Server.

Before you begin
l

You must have access to Connect with the Connect User role.

l

You must have Connect 4.10.5 or later and Comply 2.1.0 or later.

Create a connection
1. From the Connect menu, click Connections and then click Create Connection >
Create.
2. Configure the following settings in the General Information section:
a. Enter a name and description for your connection.

b. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
c. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug
if you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can
set the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.
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3. Configure the following settings in the Source and Destination section:
a. Select Tanium Comply as the Source.

b. In the Report Type list, Vulnerability is selected by default and is the only
report type supported for use with Connect.
c. Select a report from the Report Name list.
Tip: If you have multiple reports with the same name, you can use the
report hash to distinguish them.
d. The Include Endpoint findings and Include CVE details options determine
which rows are exported from the report. Select one or both of these options.
e. If needed, modify the Advanced Settings for the source:
l Question Timeout: Specifies the timeout for the request.
l

l

Polling Interval: Specifies how often Comply is polled for updated data
while the connection is active.
Batch Size: Specifies how many rows are exported.

f. Configure the connection destination.
Select a connection destination from the Destination list. Provide the
configuration information for the destination you select. For more information
on configuring destinations, see the Tanium Connect User Guide: Connection
destinations.
4. (Optional) Configure a Filter.
You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
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For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see Tanium
Connect User Guide.
5. Configure the Format for the data. For information on configuring the format, see
the section on the destination type that you selected in the Tanium Connect User
Guide.
6. Configure the Schedule for the connection. For information on how to run
connections on a schedule, see Tanium Connect User Guide: Schedule connections.
7. Click Create Connection.

Test a connection and review report data
1. From the Connect Home page, click Connections.
2. Click the connection that you created for a vulnerability report.
3. Click Run Now. Confirm that you want to run the connection.
4. View the summary of the run.
5. View the vulnerability report in the destination that you configured for the
connection.
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Managing Comply Application Settings
Consult with your TAM before changing any Comply Application Settings to better
understand implications of changing setting values. You must have the Comply Admin role
to modify Comply Application Settings. For more information about Comply roles, see User
role requirements on page 14.
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the Applications Settings tab, click Edit next to a setting row to modify it.

3. Enter a Value and click Save.
Note: Comply Application Settings are configured by Tanium and set to default
values. Users cannot create settings. If you click Delete , you will only delete any
manually entered Value, not the setting. The setting value will return to the default
value.
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Troubleshooting
CAUTION: Do not manually delete any Tanium content that includes "Comply" in the
name for any reason. This can cause Comply to stop working correctly.

Issues with CIS-CAT for Comply 1.3.2 or older
Due to an expired CIS certificate, all CIS-CAT engines supported by Comply 1.3.2 or older
will fail signature validation causing the engine not to run.
To resolve this issue, you must upgrade to Comply 1.3.3 or later. The tools in Comply 1.3.3
provide a work-around for this issue. After deploying these tools, all versions of CIS-CAT
will work correctly. Comply 1.3.3 also adds support for CIS-CAT 3.0.43, which contains code
signed with a valid certificate.
If you are unable to upgrade Comply, please contact your TAM.

Collect support bundle
You may need to collect a support bundle that includes logs associated with Comply for
troubleshooting purposes when working with technical support or your TAM.
You must have the Comply Admin role to collect the support bundle. For more information
about Comply roles, see User role requirements on page 14.
To collect the support bundle
1. At the top right of the Home page, click Help
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2. On the Troubleshooting tab, in the Support Request section, click Create Package to
download a support bundle of files to provide to your TAM or technical support.

Locate log files
You may need to locate log files on your endpoint or on the Tanium Module Server for
troubleshooting purposes when working with technical support or your TAM.

Endpoint log files
Comply log files are created on endpoints at the following path: C:\Program Files
(x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\Tools\Comply\logs
Log files for each scan are keyed by report hash. Only the most recent file is kept.

Tanium Module Server log files
Comply log files are created on the Tanium Module Server at the following path:
C:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\complyservice\logs
Service log files are found here.

Recreate JRE encryption key
If a JRE encryption key is lost or overwritten, you can recreate the JRE encryption key.
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1. At the top right of the Home page, click Settings

.

2. On the JRE Encryption Key tab, click Generate Random Key to generate a new JRE
encryption key.

Note: You can provide your own encryption key; however, as a best practive
you should generate a random key.
3. Enter your credentials and click OK.
IMPORTANT: If you have existing reports on endpoints with an encrypted JRE,
those reports must be redeployed. In addition, all existing encrypted
deployments must be redeployed so they are updated with the new key.

Uninstall Comply
If you need to uninstall Comply, first clean up the Comply artifacts on endpoints and then
uninstall Comply from the server.
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Remove Comply content and tools from endpoints
1. From the Main menu, click Interact.
2. Ask a question to target the endpoints from which you want to remove Comply
content and tools. For example, Get Comply - Tools Version from all machines
returns all endpoints with the Comply tools installed.
3. Select the endpoints from which you want to remove Comply content and tools.
4. Click Deploy Action.
5. On the Deploy Action page, enter Comply - Remove in the Enter package name here
field.
6. Select either the Comply - Remove Client Files - Windows or Comply - Remove
Client Files - Unix action, as appropriate. For more information, see Tanium Platform
User Guide: Managing Scheduled Actions.
7. Check Remove ALL Comply files if you want to remove all Comply content and tools
or select only the content and tools you want to remove.

8. Click Show preview to continue.
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9. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints
for your action. If you are satisfied with the results, click Deploy Action.

Remove the Comply solution from the Tanium Module Server
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Comply section, click Uninstall.
3. Review the content that will be removed and click Uninstall.
4. Depending on your configuration, enter your password or click Yes to start the
uninstall process.
5. Return to the Tanium Solutions page and verify that the Import button is available
for Comply.
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Reference: Comply supported engines
The following engines are supported in Comply.

CIS-CAT
Version

Filename

3.0.57

ciscat-full-bundle-2019-04-30-v3.0.57.zip

3.0.58

ciscat-full-bundle-2019-05-30-v3.0.58.zip

3.0.59

ciscat-full-bundle-2019-06-28-v3.0.59.zip

JovalCM
Version

Filename

6.0.7

Joval-Utilities.6.0.7.zip

6.0.8

Joval-Utilities.6.0.8.zip

6.1.3

Joval-Utilities.6.1.3.zip

SCC
Version

Filename
SCC_4.1.1_Windows.zip
SCC_4.1.1_debian_amd64.zip

4.1.1

SCC_4.1.1_debian_i386.zip
SCC_4.1.1_rhel_i686.zip
SCC_4.1.1_rhel_x86_64.zip
SCC_4.1.1_Windows.zip
scc-4.1.1_debian_amd64.tar.gz

4.1.1 (embedded*)

scc-4.1.1_debian_i386.tar.gz
scc-4.1.1_rhel_i686.tar.gz
scc-4.1.1_rhel_x86_64.tar.gz
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Version

Filename
SCC_4.2_Windows.zip
SCC_4.2_debian_amd64.zip
SCC_4.2_debian_i386.zip

4.2
SCC_4.2_rhel_i686.zip
SCC_4.2_rhel_x86_64.zip
SCC_4.2_rhel_7_x86_64.zip
scc-4.2_Windows.zip
scc-4.2_debian_amd64.tar.gz
scc-4.2_debian_i386.tar.gz
4.2 (embedded*)
scc-4.2_rhel_i686.tar.gz
scc-4.2_rhel_x86_64.tar.gz
scc-4.2_rhel_7_x86_64.tar.gz
scc-5.0.1_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_debian7_amd64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_debian7_i386_bundle.zip
5.0.1

scc-5.0.1_rhel6_i686_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.1_debian7_amd64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.1_debian7_i386_bundle.tar.gz

5.0.1 (embedded*)

scc-5.0.1_rhel6_i686_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.1_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.1_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.1_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
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Version

Filename
scc-5.0.2_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_debian7_amd64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_debian7_i386_bundle.zip

5.0.2

scc-5.0.2_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_rhel6_i686_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.0.2_debian7_amd64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.2_debian7_i386_bundle.tar.gz

5.0.2 (embedded*)

scc-5.0.2_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.2_rhel6_i686_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.2_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.0.2_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.1_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_ubuntu16_amd64_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.zip

5.1
scc-5.1_rhel6_i686_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_Windows_bundle.zip
scc-5.1_ubuntu16_amd64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.1_macosx10_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
5.1 (embedded*)
scc-5.1_rhel6_i686_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.1_rhel6_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
scc-5.1_rhel7_x86_64_bundle.tar.gz
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Note: *Embedded files are the zip/tar.gz files found within each corresponding
SCC zip file.

Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
To use CIS-CAT or Joval, a JRE (Java Runtime Environment) must be provided. For
Windows, macOS, and Linux endpoints, only Java version 8 distributions provided by either
Oracle or Amazon are supported. AIX endpoints should have the IBM JRE installed, which
can be used with the Comply scans. AIX 7.x endpoints can also use the OpenJDK JRE with
the HotSpot JVM. For more information about this package, see AdoptOpenJDK: Releases.
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